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Economic Review

A second consecutive quarter of real GDP declines, 
while job growth accelerates
Real GDP growth has been negative for two consecutive quarters, the usual rule-of-thumb for
determining recessionary periods. But several other higher frequency economic indicators,
including July’s blowout jobs report, suggest that the U.S. is not currently in a downturn.
Elsewhere, inflation continues to run extremely hot, but healing supply chains provide hope that
the supply side of the economy could soon aid in slowing price growth.

5
Financial Markets

Positive data allow markets to storm ahead
Equities roared higher last month, quickly reversing most of June’s sharp decline. As the rally
extended into August (helped by a favorable CPI report for July), the S&P 500 index passed its
May 30th level. Better production news from the oil patch and with OPEC+ providing guidance
for more oil output, along with signs of falling worldwide demand, have allowed oil prices to
drop sharply over the past month — giving hope that inflation may have peaked. Interest rates
bounced around in July as fears of a recession, signs of price stability, and the Fed talk on
fighting inflation clashed. Still, June’s equity market gloom has diminished despite clouds of
uncertainty that continue to linger.

6
The Outlook

What’s next for GDP?
Real gross domestic product fell in both the first and second quarters of 2022, marking the first
back-to-back declines in this key series since the Covid-driven recession. The pullback has
amplified already heightened recession fears, but there is reason to expect GDP to go back on
the climb in the second half of the year.
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The current economic expansion is
more than two years old, with the Covid
recession having ended in April 2020.
Since then, the economy has seen rapid
economic growth on average with rising
inflation worsened by supply chain
problems and the impact on energy and
food prices from the Russian invasion of
Ukraine.

The Federal Reserve has responded by
starting what may be a significant
tightening cycle. Sharply rising inflation
and interest rates, along with Fed
tightening, are usually later-cycle
phenomena. While overall growth has
slowed substantially, we do not expect
this expansion to end this year — but
the odds of a downturn next year have
risen significantly.

One of the best predictors of an economic downturn is a fully inverted yield curve, when
short-term interest rates are above long-term rates for a sustained period.

The spread between 10- and 1-year Treasury note yields inverted in mid-July and has inverted
further in the weeks following — flashing a yellow warning light for continued growth. But the
entire yield curve has not inverted yet, with federal funds rate within the 2.50-2.75 percent
range following the July FOMC meeting and lower than longer duration Treasuries. Further
aggressive rate tightening by the Fed in September and later this year could cause a full
inversion of the yield curve, although historically the yield curve would need to be inverted for
several months in order to be a clear recession signal.
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A second consecutive quarter of real GDP declines, 
while job growth accelerates

Real GDP growth has been negative for two consecutive quarters, the
usual rule-of-thumb for determining recessionary periods. But several
other higher frequency economic indicators, including July’s blowout
jobs report, suggest that the U.S. is not currently in a downturn.
Elsewhere, inflation continues to run extremely hot, but healing supply
chains provide hope that the supply side of the economy could soon
aid in slowing price growth.

Real GDP declines for the second quarter
Real GDP contracted at an annualized rate of 0.9 percent for the
second quarter, a second straight quarter with negative growth. Two
consecutive quarters of negative GDP growth is the rule-of-thumb
definition for the start of a recession, but the Business Cycle Dating
Committee of the National Bureau of Economic Research (the official
arbiter of recession dates) takes a broader-based approach in the
official designation of a recession. In addition to GDP, they look at job
gains, personal income, industrial production, business sales, and
aggregate weekly hours worked. Most of these higher frequency data
series were higher at mid-year than they were at the end of 2021,
suggesting continued growth in the economy — even with the modest
declines in real GDP. The more volatile components of real GDP (such
as trade and inventories) provided a significant drag, but they are
unlikely to do so again in the near term. Isolating the data to what we
consider “core” GDP (consumer spending plus business fixed
investment, officially designated as final sales to private domestic
purchasers) the economy grew at an annualized rate of 3.0 percent in
the first quarter, while growth was virtually flat in the second quarter
— not a recessionary decline.

Although recent economic data aren’t recessionary, they clearly show
slowing with below-trend growth. If the Fed continues to tighten
monetary policy, as expected, job growth and consumer spending are
likewise expected to weaken. This could create a situation in the
second half of the year where a recovery in trade and inventories
could mask worsening economic growth to some extent — the
inverse of the first half of the year.

Unexpectedly strong jobs report
The employment situation for July was far better than expected as
nonfarm payrolls grew by 528,000, more than double consensus
expectations and the largest gain since February (along with modest
upward revisions to the prior two months). Coupled with a fall in the
labor force participation rate, employment gains dropped the
unemployment rate to 3.5 percent, equal to its level immediately

before the pandemic and matching the lowest rate since 1969. And
with July’s increase, total payrolls have now exceeded the pre-Covid
level by a small margin. We can now talk about an employment
expansion, rather than a jobs recovery.

The unexpected and broadly positive employment report is further
evidence against the idea that we are currently in a recession, but it
raises the odds that the Fed continues with an aggressive rate path to
bring about price stability, increasing recession risks for 2023. Another
federal funds rate hike of 75 basis points in September would likely
invert the entire yield curve, a near-perfect predictor of a recession
within the following six-to-eighteen months (but that full inversion
needs to be in place for at least a couple of months to be an accurate
indicator). That said, there are still nearly two months of data to be
released between now and the next FOMC meeting. Depending on
the data (e.g., substantially slower inflation and/or job growth), the
Fed could decide to take a less hawkish path.

…on the possibility of slower inflation
The 12-month trend rate for the consumer price index (CPI) climbed
to 9.1 percent for June, its highest reading since 1981. But as this
report was being written, the July CPI report was unexpectedly weak
– unchanged for the month as energy prices dropped. Even core
inflation was less than expected, rising by 0.3 percent. The 12-month
trend rates for the CPI and core CPI both moved lower, but at 8.5 and
5.9 percent (respectively), inflation remains well above the Fed’s long-
term goal. Additionally, the Cleveland Fed’s weighted median and
trimmed-mean CPI measures grew both dropped sharply for July —
suggesting that the inflation slowdown was somewhat broad-based.

While the Fed is working to stabilize prices by slowing demand, July’s
ISM surveys suggest that relief could also be coming from the supply
side through healing supply chains. The supplier deliveries index for
services is well off the pandemic-era high, while for manufacturing it is
at its lowest point since January 2020. Input price growth remains
elevated, but down substantially from the pace of much of the last
two years. Continued improvements in these areas would be a
significant boost in the fight against inflation and the possibility
provides a glimmer of hope that the Fed could pivot early enough to
avoid a recession as it attempts to bring inflation back within bounds.
Moreover, the ISM surveys were comfortably above the level that
indicates growth versus contraction — another indication that the
economy is not (yet) in recession.

Nonfarm payroll employment

Sources: Bureau of Labor Statistics/Haver Analytics
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Positive data allow markets to storm ahead

Equities roared higher last month, quickly reversing most of June’s
sharp decline. As the rally extended into August (helped by a
favorable CPI report for July), the S&P 500 index passed its May
30th level. Better production news from the oil patch and with
OPEC+ providing guidance for more oil output, along with signs of
falling worldwide demand, have allowed oil prices to drop sharply
over the past month — giving hope that inflation may have peaked.
Interest rates bounced around in July as fears of a recession, signs
of price stability, and the Fed talk on fighting inflation clashed. Still,
June’s equity market gloom has diminished despite clouds of
uncertainty that continue to linger.

Better-than-expected earnings season
Company earnings in the last quarter were better than expected,
relieving investors. Fears had gripped the market that inflation
would squeeze profit margins, causing earnings to plummet. No
such disaster occurred, however, as three-quarters of the S&P 500
companies in the second quarter beat earnings expectations. The
standout for the period was the energy sector, which reported a net
income of five times the amount earned at the start of the
pandemic.

Better-than-expected earnings were rewarded handsomely, with the
average four-day performance, two days before and two days after
the announcements, up by two percent — double the five-year
average. Even better, the market forgave earnings’ misses, with the
average price movement being unchanged for companies that
missed forecasts over those four days.

The oil patch gave markets good news in July. According to the EIA,
U.S. oil production has positively responded to higher prices. Output
for August in Texas is expected to be the highest since April 2020.
At the same time, OPEC+ announced plans to add a modest amount
of production to the world’s energy market. As a result, the price of
West Texas Intermediate Crude fell from over $120 per barrel in
early June to under $90 per barrel in early August (helped also by
expectations of slower worldwide demand).

Short-term rates in focus
Inflation expectations also responded to the oil price descent. The
spread between the nominal and inflation-adjusted yield of the
U.S. Treasury 1-year bill is now at its lowest level since late
January. This breakeven reading estimates inflation over the next
year and shows pressures might be easing. The difference in yield

between the 5-year Treasury note and the 5-year TIPS rate gives
an estimate of the financial market’s expectation for inflation over
that longer period. It edged higher over July, but it is nearly a full
percentage point below the peak level seen in late March.

Interest rates fell modestly in July as inflation worries lessened.
The pullback, however, favored the back end of the curve. The 10-
year yield on the U.S. Treasury note lost roughly 80 basis points
from the mid-June peak to its trough as August started. At the
same time, the 2-year note retreated by 60 basis points. The
uptick in rates so far this month has affected both tenors similarly.

Short-term rates remain focused on inflation and Fed actions.
Expectations of more Fed hikes and worries about the impact of
higher housing costs on inflation have caused a significant
disconnect across the interest rate curve. Since the beginning of
July, the spread between the yield of 10-year and 1-year U.S.
Treasury notes has become significantly inverted. The spread has
dropped sharply to around -50 basis points — the biggest
inversion since 1981. This is a significant warning sign of a
recession, although the best leading indicator is a fully inverted
yield curve over at least a couple of months. We are not quite
there, yet.

Commodity price declines
Concerns over a slowdown in worldwide economic growth are
giving many producers a break as prices in the agricultural and
metals complex have declined significantly over the past month.
The year-over-year price change for corn, soybean, and wheat is
now a more reasonable 5-15 percent gain — down substantially
from the exceptionally sharp increases seen just a few months
ago. The U.S. Department of Agriculture raised its corn planted
acreage estimates for 2022, causing a nearly 18 percent decline in
that commodity’s cost in July. Lumber prices are also falling
sharply (as housing activity slips); the price is back to almost
$500, a far cry from the nearly $1,400 peak this year.

The broad U.S. dollar trade-weighted index continued to climb in
July. This is a very anti-inflationary move, as a stronger dollar
makes goods that are imported into the U.S. less expensive in
dollar terms (and forces domestic firms to lower their prices in
order to compete). The soaring inflation figures would be
significantly worse if the dollar hadn’t also jumped.

Sources: Bloomberg; Haver Analytics

1-month 6-months 12-months

S&P Composite 500 Index 9.22% -7.81% -4.64%

S&P Midcap 400 Index 10.85% -3.88% -5.70%

S&P Smallcap 600 Index 10.01% -3.84% -6.24%

EAFE1 4.93% -12.83% -16.54%

U.S. Dollar Index2 1.83% 5.65% 8.10%

CRB Commodity Index3 -9.46% -4.43% 3.60%

Intermediate Treasuries4 1.34% -3.30% -5.83%

Long Treasuries5 2.67% -15.66% -19.22%

Investment-grade Corporate Bonds6 3.24% -8.54% -12.61%

1 Index measuring equity performance of developed 
markets outside of the U.S. and Canada

2 Federal Reserve trade-weighted broad currency 
index

3 Commodity Research Bureau; CRB spot index
4 Index of 1-year to 10-year Treasury notes
5 Index of 10-year and longer Treasury notes and 

bonds
6 Index of U.S. investment-grade corporate bonds

Total returns represented 
as of July 31, 2022

Asset Class 
Performance
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What’s next for GDP?

Real gross domestic product fell in both the first and second
quarters of 2022, marking the first back-to-back declines in this
key series since the Covid-driven recession. The pullback has
amplified already heightened recession fears, but there is reason
to expect GDP to go back on the climb in the second half of the
year.

Swing factors to steady
The contractions in the first and second quarters were driven to a
significant degree by net exports and inventories, both of which
are good bets to stabilize in the quarters ahead. The inventory
component, specifically, has historically been the most volatile
sector within the GDP report and should have diminished scope
for negative contributions in the near-term given the substantial
slowdown in the second quarter. Similarly, the sharp rise in the
trade deficit in recent years should limit the risk going forward.
Prior to the second quarter, the deficit had widened for seven
consecutive quarters, the longest such streak in more than two
decades.

Core categories still pointed upward
More fundamentally, the core GDP categories remain well
positioned to expand in the second half of the year, even if at
perhaps subdued rates. As the July employment report
emphatically indicated, the labor market is still robust and is likely
to remain a tailwind to personal consumption expenditures for
some time to come. Spending should also continue to benefit from
an extremely healthy household balance sheet. This is more
structural in nature than cyclical, but it will for now limit any

downside risk. Business investment will be more challenged in an
environment of rising interest rates, but the recent trend in capital
goods orders suggests healthy gains in the near term. Residential
investment will admittedly weigh on the headline figures in the
second half of the year but is unlikely to sink by enough to fully
offset the gains elsewhere. Real final sales to private domestic
purchasers (a good measure of core spending in the economy)
was still up by 1.7 percent from a year earlier in the second
quarter, and growth in this series usually goes negative in
recessions.

Back-to-back-to-back declines are rare
Even in recessions, it has been rare for real GDP to decline for
three consecutive quarters. Since the outset of the quarterly GDP
data series in the 1940s, in fact, there have been only three cases
of back-to-back-to-back sequential pullbacks even though there
have been 12 recessions over the same time frame. GDP
contractions of any duration have been similarly infrequent
outside of recessions, with only ten such episodes on record prior
to this year, including just a single instance of two consecutive
declines. And the retrenchments in the first half of 2022
notwithstanding, this expansion still does not appear to be near its
conclusion. The feedback loops working through the labor market
are still largely positive and monetary policy, while in the process
of being tightened aggressively, is not yet restrictive (with the
inflation-adjusted federal funds rate still significantly negative).
Real GDP may not boom as it did in late 2020 and 2021 anytime
soon, but it is at least likely to be back on the positive side of the
ledger in short order.

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis
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Job growth is slowing, but remains solid, in 
most states 

• Annual job growth was slower 
for 34 states in June compared 
with three months prior as hiring 
decelerates across the labor 
market — mainly due to a lack of 
available workers rather than a 
reduction in demand from 
employers.

• Job gains were weaker on 
average in the middle of the 
country where labor markets 
have been tightest, limiting 
potential hires. 

Ultra-low unemployment rates in many 
parts of the country

• The unemployment rates in 20 
states were at-or-below 3.0 
percent as of June — a very low 
level which is placing strong 
upward pressure on wages in 
many areas as employers 
compete for a low supply of 
workers. 

• Only six states (including Alaska, 
not shown) have unemployment 
rates at-or above 4.5 percent — a 
relatively low level — as labor 
markets remain exceptionally 
tight across the country. 

Sources: Bureau of Labor Statistics; Haver Analytics
Twelve-month growth rate in nonfarm payroll employment, June 2022

Sources: Bureau of Labor Statistics; Haver Analytics
Civilian unemployment rate, June 2022

Rhode Island: 2.7%

Delaware: 4.5%

Vermont: 2.2%

Delaware: 2.8%

Rhode Island: 3.4%

Vermont: 1.9%
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Sources: USDA; Haver Analytics
Annual change in farm real estate value per acre, 2022

Sources: Federal Highway Administration; Haver Analytics
Vehicle miles traveled: May 2022 compared to May 2019.

August 2022

Farmland values are up sharply in many 
agricultural states

• Farm real estate values rose at 
double-digit rates in 2022 across 
most of the Corn Belt and Upper 
Great Plains as prices for many 
crops (including corn, soybean, 
and wheat) were up sharply. This 
was the second consecutive year 
of outsized gains. 

• While the boom in home 
construction has faded recently, 
demand for land for homes 
remains strong — helping to push 
up farmland values at-or-near 
double-digit rates in many 
western states. 

Driving activity back to normal in many 
states

• Compared with the pre-Covid 
period, vehicle miles traveled 
were higher in 30 states for May 
2022 as driving behavior has 
mostly returned to normal in 
many areas. 

• Miles traveled were still down 
sharply in a few states — led by 
New York, Maryland, North 
Carolina, Georgia, and 
Washington — as lingering Covid 
impacts continue to reduce 
commuting and travel. 
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Job gains accelerated to a strong pace for 
July

• Nonfarm payrolls rose by 
528,000 for July, the best month 
for job growth since February. 
Total employment has now fully 
recovered from the pandemic, 
setting a new all-time high in 
July.

• The U-3 unemployment rate 
dropped to 3.5 percent to match 
the lowest unemployment 
reading over the past 50 years.  
The labor force participation 
rate, however, edged lower 
again, as the lack of labor supply 
continues to limit some hiring.

Weak core economic growth in the second quarter 
but not a recession

• Real final sales to private 
domestic purchasers (commonly 
referred to as core GDP) was 
essentially flat in the second 
quarter of 2022, the slowest 
reading since the Covid-19 
recession.

• While a sign that growth 
conditions are weakening, this 
measure grew at a 3.0 percent 
annualized rate in the first 
quarter and 2.6 percent in the 
final quarter of 2021 — not a 
trend that suggests a current 
recession. Moreover, over the 
past four quarters, growth is still 
up by 1.7 percent.

Sources: Bureau of Labor Statistics; Haver Analytics
Monthly change in nonfarm payroll employment; level of the civilian U-3 unemployment rate, July 2022
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Further signs of reduced stress for supply chains

• Supplier deliveries readings within 
the ISM business surveys have 
improved sharply in recent 
months — signaling that supply 
conditions are improving across 
the business sector.

• Correspondingly, the prices 
indices with the ISM surveys have 
dropped considerably and are a 
sign that input cost pressures 
have eased over the past few 
months.

Wage gains continue to accelerate as the labor 
market remains tight

• Wages and salaries within the 
Employment Cost Index rose by 
5.2 percent over the past year as 
of the second quarter, among 
the fastest readings over the 
past 40 years. 

• Rising wages are helping 
households to offset the sharp 
rise in inflation, but also feed 
stronger inflation expectations 
which could contribute to further 
above-trend inflation. 

Sources: Institute for Supply Management; Haver Analytics; July 2022
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Actual Estimate Forecast
2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026

Real GDP 1 -3.4% 5.7% 1.8% 1.0% 1.2% 1.9% 2.0%

Unemployment Rate 2,7 8.1% 5.4% 3.7% 4.4% 4.9% 4.8% 4.5%

Inflation (CPI) 5 1.2% 6.7% 7.3% 3.0% 2.3% 2.4% 2.5%

Total Home Sales 3,7 6.47 6.89 5.93 5.15 5.55 6.20 6.70

S&P/Case-Shiller Home Price Index 9 10.3% 18.8% 15.2% 3.6% 2.8% 3.2% 3.5%

Light Vehicle Sales 3,7 14.5 14.9 14.2 16.3 16.0 16.3 16.5

Federal Funds Rate 2,4,6 0.00% 0.00% 3.50% 3.00% 2.75% 2.50% 2.25%

1-Year Treasury Note 2,4 0.10% 0.39% 3.40% 3.10% 2.90% 2.70% 2.50%

5-Year Treasury Note 2,4 0.36% 1.26% 3.15% 3.05% 2.95% 2.80% 2.70%

10-Year Treasury Note 2,4 0.93% 1.52% 3.05% 3.00% 2.95% 2.85% 2.80%

30-Year Fixed-Rate Mortgage 2,4 2.67% 3.11% 5.30% 5.20% 5.00% 4.80% 4.60%

Money Market Funds 2,8 0.47% 0.14% 2.08% 3.34% 2.97% 2.72% 2.53%

Major forecast changes from last month
 Based on a second consecutive quarter of (modest) negative real GDP growth and an expectation of more Fed tightening in

response to higher inflation, we have lowered our forecast for real GDP growth for 2023 and 2024. Rather than the “soft landing”
that we had previously projected, the outlook is now for a “growth recession.” We still don’t look for an outright recession,
although the odds of that have climbed substantially and that is now close to our baseline view.

 A further 50 or 75 basis point rate increase from the Fed is expected at the September FOMC meeting in response to very high
inflation and strong job gains — with further modest tightening in subsequent meetings lifting the federal funds rate to the 3.50-
3.75 percent range by year-end. While the Fed could tighten a bit more in the early part of next year, we expect that it will start
to ease monetary policy in the second half of 2023 in the face of a near-recession and slower inflation.

 We have downshifted our view of housing market activity for the next couple of years in response to the sharp rise in mortgage
rates over the past few months (although they have slipped again in recent weeks) and an expectation that rates will remain
relatively high for a while. This should also help to slow the pace of house price appreciation. But the bottom for housing in this
cycle should be well above the usual recessionary trough given solid demographics and still low housing supply.

1 Percent change year-to-year
2 Percent
3 Million units
4 Year end

5 Percent change Q4-to-Q4
6 Target rate, lower limit
7 Year average
8 Annual return

9 Percent change Dec-to-Dec

Sources: Haver Analytics (actuals); Nationwide Economics (estimates and forecasts); except Money Market Funds (all data from Nationwide Economics)

As of August 2022
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